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Abstract
The complete elliptic―integrals of lst【(ん)and 2nd kindど(々)are cOnsidered in complexヵ―
plane  The domains in 葛/hich they are analytic, are clarined  They Can be considered as
hyperfunctions forヵ∈(―∞,-1]and[1,∞)
The cornplete elliptic―integrals of lstズ(力)and 2nd kind β(々)have been Ⅵ/idely used in
apphed mathematics and physics.  Ho、、アever,as far as ttre kno、v, here is no article郡〆hich states
clearly the domain of their dennition and the analytic property, concerning their complex
moduh.
In this paper、ve clarify the domain in、v‐hich κ(々)and E(力)iS analytic.  Our conclusion
is that both κ (々)and E(乃)Can be COnsidered as hyperfunctionsI光分for力∈(一∞,-1]a d[1,∞).
Let us use the symbol
4:=C＼(ξ∈■lξ≦-1 0r l≦ξ}
ヽヽre can shoⅥ′t at the complete eniptic_integral of 2nd kind,
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converges in nor■l for any力belonging to any compact subset of/4.
The essential points of the proof depend on the facts,
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